Learning effectively from Home
Log in to Synergy each day. To remain in a routine, be logged on each morning
by 8:40. Some mornings you will have an assembly or your Personal Tutor might
message you to check in with you.
You will follow your timetable as normal. Nearly all of your lessons will be live
lessons apart from PE in Year 7, Year 8 and Year 9. Your PE teacher will set work
for you on Synergy when you would normally have PE.
On some days, your class teacher may be in school supervising students so won’t
be able to deliver a live lesson. On these days, your class teacher will set work for
you to complete.
Lessons will be set up for one hour however, the first five minutes will be used to
admit students and give the class teacher time to set up. Lessons will finish 5
minutes before the end to give you and the class teacher time to get ready for
the next lesson.
Whilst the live lesson will run for the whole lesson, class teachers will plan activities
where you have to work independently for a period of time. This is important as
we don’t want your staring at the screen for long periods of time! In between
lessons / where there are opportunities within the lesson, try to make sure you
move about / move away from the screen.
Delivering a live lesson is not easy, so your participation is really important. If
there are opportunities to speak over the mic or use the chat function, do so.
Remember, this is still a lesson so the same behaviour expectations apply as they
would if you were in school.
At certain points, your class teacher will ask you to submit work. This will allow
them to review your learning, address any misconceptions / errors, to give class
feedback and most importantly to monitor your engagement.
Not all work submitted will be given feedback. Class Teachers will provide
feedback on your MAPs / P2S tests which you will be asked to complete at home.
Lessons for Y9, Y10 and Y11 will follow the same timings as the usual school day.
For Y7 & Y8 there will no longer be a split lunch / break. Please see the timetable
below for an overview of the timings for each lesson.

Your teachers will start to finish live lessons at 2:40pm for all students
in all year groups. Your day of Home Learning will be completed by
2:45pm.

